
Dmart

What kind of bird is that?

Why is it blue?

Where did it come from?

One sunny afternoon..

I needed to learn more about that bird.

VISIT YOUR
LOCAL

LIBRARY!

This cat!

CURIOSITY
KILLED THE CAT
I can explain. I was just an
ordinary indoor cat. But then 
I saw it...

Or

 that cat...

 N

o ,  not that cat.You may have heard 
about me.

You know, that cat.

Just a little bit 
m o r eJust
a 
little 
bit 
m o r e
Written and Illustrated by Daryl Quilao



What kind of bird is that?
Why is it blue? 
Where did it come from?

One sunny afternoon..

Who cares? It’s just a bird.
I needed to learn more about that bird.

VISIT YOUR
LOCAL

LIBRARY!

This cat!

CURIOSITY
KILLED THE CAT
I can explain. I was just an
ordinary indoor cat. But then 
I saw it...

Or

 that cat...

 N

o ,  not that cat.You may have heard 
about me.

You know, that cat.

Just a little bit 
m o r e

By: Daryl Quilao



The Blue Jay

Yes! Here it is!

Alright, to the library. You're an indoor cat. 
You can't go out there. 
You're going to get in so 
much trouble!

Well, just a little bit more and 
I won't be an indoor cat. 

There must be more 
out there for a cat.

I DID IT!

Dmart

Nope, not this book.
Or this book!



Look at its wings!
I wonder how it can fly like that?
I want to fly like that. 

Hmm...

A Blue Jay! Wow!

FLYING

Dmart

wings
prope

ller

Same shape
Same movement

no wingsno propellers

more like

floating



Dmart

Dmart

Well it’s unique.. 
But will it work?

It’s a plastic bag.
It will never work.

FLYING

Dmart

wings
prope

ller

Same shape
Same movement

no wingsno propellers

more like

floating

Dmart

I’ll never know unless
I try. 1, 2
Just a little more...
3!
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Canada Star
PM Family Mourns Beloved Cat

Cat missing for 1 year

Uh oh!

It was going great until…

Dmart

And well, that’s my story.
My real story. 

Dmart

Now, excuse me. 
I think I should
be getting back
home. 

Yes, I was curious. 
I asked a lot of question. 
Looked for answers.

But with the help of my imagination I was able to 
explore the world and learn so much. 

You see, curiousity definitely, did not kill the cat. 



Dmart

What kind of bird is that?

Why is it blue?

Where did it come from?

One sunny afternoon..

I needed to learn more about that bird.

VISIT YOUR
LOCAL

LIBRARY!

This cat!

CURIOSITY
KILLED THE CAT
I can explain. I was just an
ordinary indoor cat. But then 
I saw it...

Or

 that cat...

 N

o ,  not that cat.You may have heard 
about me.

You know, that cat.

Just a little bit 
m o r e

Maybe...

Just a little bit m o r e .
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